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ABSTRACT
The main emphasis of this paper is on the social and cultural implications of three salient trends in
the media scene of the 1990s decade in Turkey, namely (1) the marginalization of state broadcasting;
(2) the phenomenal growth of infotainment channels and tabloid journalism; and (3) the emergence
and subsequent mainstreaming of an alternative “Islamic” public sphere. The paper provides a brief
outline of how ongoing changes in media markets have fostered these trends. But the focal point of
discussion will be on how they have fed into, and become intertwined with, the insurgent cultural
politics of the 1990s.
Key words: media markets, media politics, state broadcasting, Islamic channels.

PIYASA VE SiYASET QEMBERiNDE: 1990’LARDA TURK MEDYA
ENDUSTRiSININ YENiDEN YAPILANMASI
OZET
Bu makale, 1990'larda Tiirkiye’deki medya dunyastnda goriilen iig garpici egilimin sosyal ve kultiirel
etkilerini incelemektedir: (1) devlet lelevizyon yayincihginin marjinalle$mesi; (2) magazin
kanallannin ve “bulvar gazeteciliginin” patlamasi; ve (3) alternatif bir islami kamu alanintn
olu^masi. Makale, medya piyasasmda ya^anan degifikliklerin bu egilimleri nastl ortaya gtkardiginin
ktsa bir ozetini sunmaktadir. Bu yaztntn esas amact, bu egilimlerin donemin kiiltiir siyaseti He nastl
i$ ige ge§mi$ oldugunu incelemektir.
Anahtar kelimeler: medya piyasasi, medya politikalari, devlet televizyon yayinctligi, Islami kanallar.

In the 1990s the realm of media in Turkey underwent a profound transformation. The overall story is
familiar/0 Since the deregulation of the state broadcasting monopoly in 1990, as an integral part of
the government’s economic liberalization and privatization program, commercial television
expanded at a frenzied pace. The broadcasting industry became a hotbed of mergers and acquisitions,
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with a growing concentration of corporate control within and across various commercial-media
markets. In short order, two media giants were consolidated, with powerful production and
distribution networks in newspaper publishing and television as well as radio. As the struggle for
domination among these two giants and their lesser competitors continues, the trend is clearly in the
direction of horizontal linkages into the domestic film production and music recording industries. At
the same time, the potential for the expansion of cable and digital satellite networks has begun to
attract new players to the communications field, aggressively moving to establish joint ventures with
the global telecommunication giants. Thus while the privatization of television and new
communication technologies have already changed the face of the Turkish media scene almost
beyond recognition, the present configuration appears far from settled. The first decade of the new
millennium portends yet another round of mergers and acquisitions, as the established media giants
seek new partners in the international arena and continue to spread their tentacles by crossing over
into new sectors of the national consumer market.

In its bare outlines, this story is one that has been seen in a variety of national settings, ranging from
India and Australia to Italy.<2) As such, it cannot be divorced from the encompassing transnational
trends which have, in one country after another, undermined state monopolies over broadcasting.
Most immediately, the growing accessibility of satellite technologies has eroded the ability of
national states to police their airwaves. More broadly, the complex set of forces set in motion by neo
liberal capitalism at the turn of century has dramatically restricted the capacity of states to sustain
economies in which production, consumer markets, or monetary transactions are essentially national
phenomena. To the extent, then, that deregulation and commercial expansion in the media markets
arc propelled by the demands of an increasingly transnational world economy, the “Turkish case” is
but one specific instance of a global phenomenon. When couched in very abstract and general terms,
the metamorphoses wrought by the neo-liberal turn are everywhere the same: declines in public
service broadcasting and newspaper readership, the explosive growth of commercial media,
corporate control of media institutions, and concentration of ownership.
At the same time, of course, the unfolding of such processes as “deregulation,” “commercialization”
and “conglomeration” cannot occur apart from socially grounded, politically embedded actors. As the
growing literature on the subject makes abundantly clear, the workings of transnational pressures and
incentives depend upon the very national frontiers they transgress.^ They operate through various
“national” institutional arrangements, from legislative acts to firms, which are subject to power
struggles among the contending players in the domestic arena, including the state. So transnational
networks are multiply mediated, re-deployed, “domesticated” and resisted wherever they come to
rest. And depending upon the timing, place and context, they assume historically contingent forms.
It is also the case, then, that the unfolding changes in the Turkish media markets constitute a unique
story, one that involves a distinctive set of historical mediations and dilemmas.

In what follows, my aim will be to map out the emergent configurations of the past decade in the
media realm in Turkey. Throughout my emphasis will be on how prevailing trends in the transnational
arena have become intertwined with the complexity of ongoing politico-economic events on the
ground to shape the media scene in Turkey in particular ways. My purpose is thus to engage with the
particular and the specific, rather than with generalities. The attendant danger, of course, is becoming
entrapped in an endless descriptive account. I have organized the discussion below around sub-titles
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commonly used to compare various “national” media systems. This will hopefully provide a
convenient compass, one that will allow me to dwell upon the distinctive aspects of the Turkish media
scene without loosing sight of “world-wide” trends.

THE MARGINALIZATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING
In taking stock of the past decade, one of the most striking features of the Turkish media scene is the
swift and dramatic decline of public television in terms of audience share, finances and program
production/acquisition. Evidence suggests that within a span of three years after the introduction of
commercial television -between 1990 and 1993- the market share of the state funded TRT channels
declined to less that 10% in terms of total advertising revenues and audience share (see Figures 1 and
2). Needless to say, public broadcasting everywhere has suffered declines in the face of competition
from commercial television, along with cuts in public spending. But in most countries, public TV
corporations seem to have proved more resilient in the face of competition. In Italy, for instance, the
combined RAI channels continue to receive better ratings than the combined commercial channels.
In India, the state funded Doordarshan has retained a significant share of the market despite
commercial competition, and in Australia, ABC has consistently improved its ratings. Irrespective of
fluctuations in up-to-date statistics, the overall pattern in Europe points toward a more or less even
split in the market share between commercial and public channels/41

The vulnerability of state broadcasting in Turkey -and its counterpoint, the enthusiasm with which
Turkish audiences and advertisers have embraced private-commercial channels- was the outcome of
several contributing factors. The timing and mode of deregulation in the media markets played a
Figure 1
Distribution of Advertising Revenues among Channels 1993

significant part. The year 1990, when a satellite venture beamed from Germany broke through the
state monopoly, coincided with an upward spiral in the broader economy. The banking and
advertising industries, which spearheaded Turkey’s “opening” to the international markets from the
early 1980s onwards, were already integrated into global markets through partnerships and joint
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Figure 2
Audience Shares of Different Channels 1994

ventures. And Turkish consumer markets were Hooded with goods and brand names from the distant
corners of the world. The major beneficiary of the growing “advertising cake" (to translate from
Turkish) in the exuberant consumer market of the 1980s, however, was TRT. the state broadcasting
company. Advertising on state television, initially introduced in the mid-1970s, had evolved into an
increasingly important source of revenue, such that license fees were abandoned entirely in the mid1980s. The significance of television as a venue for advertising in a growing consumer market in
which newspaper circulation is very low (a total daily circulation of around four million in a country
with a population of more than 60 million) is self-evident. In contrast, more than 60% of Turkey's 11
million households owned color television sets in 1991, reaching 99% in large metropolitan centers.
So the “timing" of deregulation in 1990 was most opportune from the vantage point of commercial
interests with an eye on media markets.

The fact that Turkey's first commercial/privatc channel was launched by the incumbent Prime
Minister Turgut Ozal's own son was also important -beyond sheer nepotism, that is. It signified a
planned move, one that was consistent with Ozal’s overall strategy of implementing deregulation in
various sectors of the economy. From the moment he came to power as prime minister in 1983, Ozal
took advantage of the powers newly vested in him by the 1982 Constitution and surrounded himself
with an inner circle young and self-confident economic advisors, directly responsible to the office of
the prime minister. This enabled him to by-pass the parliament, as well as the cumbersome
bureaucratic-legal machinery of the state apparatus, to directly implement a series of rapid-fire
measures that dismantled the existing customs barriers in financial and consumer markets. The long
term implications of such a strategy, deregulation in the absence of state reforms, is beyond the scope
of this article. Suffice it to say that the mode of deregulation in the media sector was consistent with
this overall strategy. It meant that private broadcasting became an accomplished fact (with 11 nation
wide commercial channels plus some 2(X) local TV stations in the air in 1994) long before
parliamentary battles over the relevant article of the constitution culminated in an amendment in
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August of 1993, six months after Turgut Ozal’s death. It took yet another year of intense political
negotiation to reach a compromise on the stipulations of a new broadcasting law, which went into
effect in 1994.
The four years between 1990-1994, then, was a period of wide-open opportunity for entering the
commercial media markets. It was also an era of unbridled competition, when a series of new satellite
ventures, launched one after another, vied for a share of the lucrative advertising revenues by under
cutting each other. For the state broadcasting agency, TRT, with its stringent controls over advertising
airtime and content, as well as above-thc-board, uniform pricing policies, this four-year-long period
spelled a drastic decline in revenues. Equally immediate and dramatic in its consequences was the
exodus of TRT’s experienced, professional cadres -from technical experts and programmers, to news
anchors- lured away by attractive financial offers from the commercial sector.

TRT has not yet recovered. Its programming strategy in the face of commercial competition has been,
in one word, suicidal. It has progressively “diluted” the range and quality of its entertainment
programming, trying to produce in-house dramas, game shows, and music programs which copy
those broadcast on the commercial infotainment channels. Combined with “serious-official”
newscasts, dominated by canned footage from ceremonial events of the day and authoritative
statements by governmental dignitaries, the outcome has been deadly from the vantage point of
audience ratings. Since any sparkle of new talent or innovative programming ideas are quickly
snapped up by commercial competitors, public broadcasting continues to function as a stepping stone
to the lucrative infotainment sector. At the moment of this writing, in 2001, TRT resembles an
overblown but incapacitated giant, with a vast bureaucratic apparatus and seven public channels on
the air, but withering audiences.
The question of whether TRT can still fight back to increase its ratings is not easy to say, given the
historical legacy of public broadcasting, and the predicaments posed by commercialization in a
context where the vast majority of audiences arc “semi-literate.” Public television would seem to
have three distinct programming strategies in the face of commercial competition. First, it could
choose to compete on the same ground, and on the same terms as its commercial competitors. But if
public television is a copy of commercial television, there remains no justification for its existence,
let alone its public funding. The opposite strategy would be to go for high quality and a distinctive
programming menu, one that catered to program types which commercial television sidelines. This
might include extended foreign news and current affairs, or certain kinds of original drama or
documentaries. The problem with this strategy, especially in the Turkish context, is that it is a
minority audience strategy. Perhaps the most viable strategy for public television would be to
maintain a full range of program types from drama to sports and quiz shows, but to aim for quality
and distinctiveness by promoting the best of all kinds of program. Such a strategy, however,
necessitates major and long-term political support, which has not been forthcoming in Turkey. So far,
TRT’s emergent programming policies have been shaped by default more than anything else. And
the resultant configuration, entertainment programming which mimics commercial television,
accompanied by news and current affairs programs that promote governmental policies in the name
of “national interest,” continues to marginalize both the institution and its programs.
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THE PARADOXES OF EX-POST-FACTO RE-REGULATION
In so-called “mixed” broadcasting systems, public broadcasting constitutes the most important single
countervailing force against the market-led logic of commercial television. Commercial broadcasting
is everywhere driven by the pressures to maximize audiences and program popularity above all else.
The competition among commercial networks, however, docs not seem to increase the range and
quality of programming, but the reverse, so that at any given moment the viewers choice of programs
is very limited. Formats across networks arc very similar, since programming is pitched to the lowest
common denominator of audience taste. The political logic of “mixed-systems” resides in
counterbalancing such unbridled commercialism through public broadcasting -the assumption being
that regulatory legislation over commercial networks, important as it may be, is not enough to ensure
the political accountability, access, quality and diversity of programming. In the Turkish context, the
problems posed by the erosion of “public interest” broadcasting have been compounded
*
by the
“ineffectiveness” of regulation over commercial networks.

Among the aims of the new broadcasting law of 1994 was to restrict cross-media ownership and
reduce common control of newspapers, television and radio. It has been effective in discouraging
foreign investors from entering the Turkish media markets.'5* But ensuring the compliance of
domestic investors with the statuary maximum of 20% has proved impossible to implement and
monitor in practice. So while the ownership restrictions of the broadcasting law are similar to those
of many other countries which follow some variation of the percentage method/’1 they remain
ephemeral in practice. The enactment of the law in 1994 did little more than trigger a spate of buying
and selling, a game of musical chairs in which stations and newspapers changed hands, leaving an
increased concentration of ownership on the ground.

The most significant outcome of the 1994 broadcasting law was the creation of a supervisory body,
RTUK (Radio and Television Supreme Council). Empowered to allocate frequencies and licenses,
and authorized to monitor broadcasting content, the composition and powers of this council were a
source of public controversy from day one. Its practices have since been condemned as political
favoritism as well as heavy-handed censorship. Although a variety of amendments to the existing law
have been proposed by journalists’ associations, media interests as well as various political parties,
and while there seems to be consensus that RTUK must change, reconciling the demands of divergent
interest groups has so far proved impossible.

Part of the problem stems from the fact that RTUK is empowered to impose black-outs (temporary
or permanent) on commercial channels and radios, but not financial penalties. In practice, this has
given RTUK the power clamp down on a variety of regional and local television stations and radios
defined as “damaging to national interest,” either for promoting Kurdish separatism or Islamic
fundamentalism. But as far as mainstream-commercial channels are concerned, “blackouts” have
proven to be a very blunt instrument of ensuring political accountability. In contrast to monetary fines
that penalize commercial networks for specific kinds of programming, “blackouts” attract much
public attention, while their justification remains obscure as far as audiences arc concerned. So
blackouts on nation-wide commercial channels invariably invite accusations of outright political
censorship on the part of RTUK, which in turn means that it can be used only ver)' selectively, that
is, where “national interest” is at stake.
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The broader picture drawn above suggests that neither of the two major vehicles of promoting “public
interest” in media markets have been particularly effective in the Turkish context. The first of these,
i.c. public broadcasting as an alternative in the face of increased commercialization, appears to have
lost its viability because it has lost touch with audiences. The second, i.c. legislation that regulates
commercial markets in the name of “public interest” appears ephemeral on the ground, apart from
direct censorship, that is.

THE PRELUDE TO CONGLOMERATION: THE PRESS-WARS OF THE 1980S
Throughout much of Republican history, the sin-qua-non of newspaper ownership was a background
in journalism. And in the case of the major national dailies, “ownership” often implied several
generations in the publishing business. The stories of such notable press families, such as the Simavi
or Karacan families for instance, remain beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that the
advent and consolidation of mass-circulating dailies in Turkey was intertwined with these illustrious
family names. But unlike the “press barons” of 19'h century' Britain or America, for instance, the
names of Turkey’s press families were never blemished by a murky history of accumulation through
laissez-faire capitalism. On the contrary, there was an aura of sanctity attached to these family names,
imbued with heroism in struggles against state censorship, as well as a journalistic ethos of
“independence” from the vicissitudes of party politics. Moreover, given the vagaries of the publishing
markets in Turkey, and the very narrow circulation base of daily newspapers, Turkey’s press families
were never able to amass the kind of wealth and economic power accumulated by the rising industrial
tycoons of the post-WWII decades. What they lacked in economic capital, however, was
compensated by the immense influence they wielded on the intellectual and political life of the
country.
The first signs of impending changes in the world of newspaper publishing became apparent in the
mid-1980s, when state investments in communications technology expanded the reach of television
and TRT began to broadcast in color. For daily newspapers already limited to a very narrow
readership base, the increasing reach of television spelled disaster. Just how limited the newspaper
reading public was, even before the phenomenal growth of commercial television, is revealed by the
results of a national survey conducted by PIAR-Gallup in 1990. As seen in Table 1, among the adult
population surveyed, close to 70% never read newspapers. The comparable Euro-average is 14%.
When gender is taken into account, the differences arc even more dramatic. Only 11.7% of the
women sampled read (looked at) newspapers on a daily basis; those responding never was 79.7%.
The comparable figures arc higher for men, 29.5 % and 56.4 %, respectively, although still very low
by European averages.
The implication of these figures from the vantage point of advertising is hardly worth reiterating.
Newspapers in Turkey do not reach women, the single most important target group in an expanding
consumer economy. By contrast, by 1990 more than 60% of Turkey’s 12 million households had
acquired color television sets -in large metropolitan centers this figure had reached 99%.
In trying to compete with the growing reach of state television throughout the 1980s, all major daily
newspapers resorted to tabloid formats in the layout of their front and back pages, sandwiching all
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Table 1
Frequency of Newspaper Reading in Tiirkey and Europe: 1990

Question: How often do you read daily newspapers in a week?
EURO AVERAGE

TURKEY (N: 2136)

Everyday
6 days a week
5 days a week
4 days a week
3 days a week
2 days a week
1 day a week
Less frequently
Never

Male

Female
(%)

(%)

Total
(%)

11.7
0.7
0.6
1.1
1.2
1.0
0.8
3.1
79.7

29.5
1.7
1.4
1.8
3.0
1.7
0.9
3.6
56.4

21.0
1.2
1.0
1.5
2.1
1.4
0.8
3.4
67.6

(17 Countries)
Total (%)

43.0
11.0
4.0
3.0
6.0
5.0
8.0
4.0
14.0

“serious” content in between. This was rapidly transformed into a full-blown war of attrition as each
newspaper increased the number of pages devoted to entertainment and sports, began to offer
magazine supplements, and “free” encyclopedia leaflets for school children. Promotional campaigns
became more and more extravagant as competitors retaliated. Attempts to entice readers with
lotteries were soon abandoned in favor of issuing daily “coupons” which could be converted into
kitchen implements, cutlery, tableware or television sets. With more than ten national dailies trying
to outsell one another by announcing ever more exorbitant promotional schemes, the entire
newspaper industry seemed headed for an immanent market collapse. And since total circulation
figures had become stabilized around four million, it appeared that only a couple of the largest dailies
would survive into the 1990s.
As events turned out, the denouement to the press-wars of the 1980s was not a market collapse, but
the elimination of Turkey’s notable press families from the publishing field. The consolidation of two
giant media conglomerates in the early part of the 1990s allowed most of the daily newspapers to
survive through vertical linkages with commercial broadcasting. The press wars of the 1980s were
thus metamorphosed into a battle for television ratings in the 1990s. Symbolizing this transformation
was the movement of Istanbul’s publishing industry from the Cagaloglu district, long synonymous
with Turkish journalism, to new high-tech media towers outside the city limits.

THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE TWO RIVAL MEDIA EMPIRES
Giant holding companies, composed of vertically and horizontally linked firms operating in different
sectors of the economy (in manufacturing, finance, trade and distribution), have been a dominant
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feature of the Turkish economy since the 1960s. Conglomeration in the so-called “culture industries,”
however, is a post-1990 phenomenon.

The initial consolidation of the two rival conglomerates on the Turkish media scene coincided, in the
early part of the 1990s, with a booming consumer economy and an unprecedented expansion in
advertising markets. This made investments in commercial broadcasting highly attractive, given the
technical feasibility of satellite broadcasting and the absence of constraints on cross-media
ownership. Thus a scries of commercial networks were launched in rapid succession, followed by a
spate of station buying and selling to gain common control of newspapers, television and magazines.
By 1994. when the first economic crisis of the decade hit the advertising markets, the media sector
was already dominated by two rival conglomerates, with cross-ownership in television, the major
daily newspapers and the glossy magazine market.
From a broader comparative perspective, one major consequence of such early and rapid
conglomeration in the Turkish media markets has been to effectively discourage investments by
global broadcasting corporations. With the notable exception of Hearst, in magazine publishing, and
a more recent joint venture with CNN to establish a news channel, there has been no influx of foreign
investments. Turkey’s media empires have remained primarily domestic entities, consolidating their
financial power by branching out into a variety of commercial activities, ranging from condominium
construction and tourism, to distribution and banking. This has enabled them to undertake major
capital investments in broadcasting technologies and to expand their reach to the diaspora populations
in Europe as well as to the Central Asian republics. The Dogan Group, for instance, which owns
Channel D as well as Hurriyet, Turkey’s largest circulating daily, embarked on a new EuroD channel
in 1996, broadcasting most of its programming content from its domestic output. In tandem with
EuroD, the daily sales of Hurriyet's European edition (published in Frankfurt) jumped from 110,000
copies to 160,000. The rival conglomerate, Medya Group, immediately followed suit by establishing
a similar operation in 1997, ATV Avrupa, once again relying mostly on its domestic ATV channel for
programming content. After the introduction of ATV Avrupa, the European sales of Sabah, Turkey’s
second largest newspaper, increased from 8,000 to 38,OOO.<7; Thus in both cases, direct broadcasts to
Europe promoted the sale of the newspapers as well as other products of the conglomerates.

In the domestic media markets, the meteoric rise and growing political influence of the two rival
media empires has closed off all possibilities of “independent” ventures in TV broadcasting. At the
same time, however, a series of powerful conglomerates based in other sectors of the economy has
discovered the advantages of acquiring their own TV stations and newspapers. Thus, for instance,
Bayindir Holding, a construction giant with major contracts in Russia, the post-Soviet republics in
Central Asia as well as Eastern Europe, owns and operates its own television channel, BRT.
Similarly, Dogu§ Holding, which brings together a vast number of manufacturing-cum-commercial
enterprises under its umbrella, including two major banks (Garanti and Osmanli), owns NTV, a major
news channel that currently has higher audience ratings than CNN-Tiirk. The political advantages of
owning a television station are self-evident. It enhances influence in “Ankara circles,” because for top
bureaucrats and “lowly” parliament members alike, exposure to commercial TV audiences implies
instant celebrity status. But it also makes good “market sense” since it provides an advertising venue
for a multitude of products and services within the rubric of the same conglomerate. It is rumored in
journalistic circles, for instance, that Dogu§ Holding subsidizes its television channel, NTV, to the
tunc of $15 million per annum. So long as the total annual advertising budget of the conglomerate
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(given the vast array of firms under its umbrella) exceeds this figure, investing in a television channel,
with its in-house production capabilities, becomes financially feasible, and in the specific instance of
NTV, profitable.
From the vantage point of Turkey’s popular culture industries, publishing, music, as well as film, the
rivalry between the two media giants has left little untouched. The competition between mainstream
commercial channels has rapidly initiated Turkish audiences to the seductions of round-the-clock
infotainment, and the fascinations of tabloid news, with roughly 3/4 of audiences tuning into these
channels on any single night. Infotainment programming has spurred an explosion of new sounds and
music videos, giving birth to a new generation of blended “Turkish-pop" celebrities, and hence to a
major consolidation in favor of large recording companies in Unkapani, the district associated with
music production in Istanbul/
*
’ For the popular actors and actresses of Turkey’s declining film
industry, which had literally ground to a halt in the 1980s, the insatiable demand of infotainment
channels for “domestic" series and serials has opened new doors of employment, however, secondary
to the young and nubile TV stars of the moment. And from the mid-1990s, onwards, the possibilities
of financial backing by major TV channels has allowed scope for a new generation of emergent talent
from the advertising and media industries to try their hand at full-length feature films. By combining
fast-paced, tele-visual narrative techniques with “domestic" content and relying upon the publicity
value of television celebrities in their casting, such films have achieved phenomenal box-office
success, playing side by side with the latest imports from the global best-seller market. Thus at the
turn of the new millennium, when commercial television has entered 99% of all homes, Turkish
cinema has acquired a second breath of life.

Most important, of course, has been the transformation of journalism itself. Commercial television
has given birth to a select group of celebrity-journalists, who make regular appearances on television
talk shows, as well as writing daily columns in the mainstream newspapers owned by the same media
conglomerate. The exclusive contracts of such celebrity-journalists have reached figures comparable
to those of entertainment stars and football players. At the same time, the possibilities of instant
celebrity through live reporting on television news programs has given many young journalists a
chance to write under their own by-lines in newspapers. But among the rank and file, the enormous
number of “invisible," no-name cadres employed in a vast range of publications under the rubric of
the rival media empires, the job market has become progressively precarious. Both poorly paid and
immediately dispensable at the first inkling of an economic crisis, they remain hopelessly trapped in
what has become, for all outward appearances, the most glamorous profession in Turkey.

NEGOTIATING THE PARAMETERS OF ALTERNATIVE-MUSLIM
BROADCASTING
Turkey’s first nationwide “altcrnativc/Islamic" channel (TGRT) came on the air in April 1993,
beamed via satellite from England. It was sponsored by the owner of Turkey’s largest
conservativc/Islamic daily newspaper, Turkiye, which is affiliated with the Nak$ibcndi order. The
second Muslim channel (STV), sponsored by the Nur order, began broadcasting a year later. Since
then, two other channels have joined them, Channel 7, affiliated with the Islamist Rcfah Party, and
MESAJ TV, sponsored by the Kadiri order.
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Despite differences in their sectarian affiliations and emergent programming strategies, these
channels share a number of broad commonalties. They are “private”, but not “commercial”, in the
sense that they are subsidized by religious orders and hence are not dependant upon advertising
revenues (i.c. audience ratings) for survival. They define themselves as “civil initiatives” against the
“moral degeneracy” of the infotainment channels on the one hand, and the official “secularism” of
the state broadcasting agency on the other. This is signified through such self-referential terms as
milliyet£i-maneviyat$i (nationalist-moralist), milliyet$i-mukaddesat$i (nationalist-follower of the
Holy) or as muhafazakar-miisliiman (conservative-Muslim) channels. Last, but most important, all
four channels have evolved, over time, as part of an interlocking set of organizations which include
commercial enterprises, financial houses, educational institutions as well as publishing interests,
based upon communitarian networks. STV, for instance, is owned and operated by the Feytullah
community, which is also the owner of a major conservative-religious national daily and a publishing
company. The community has set up dormitories for tens of thousands of poor students and founded
more than 300 prestigious high schools in the Balkans, the Caucasus and Central Asia, where
teaching is in the national language as well as in Turkish and English. The owner of TGRT, Enver
Oren, is a businessman with “Islamic” credentials who began in the 1980s as the publisher of the
conservative daily Tiirkiye. Since then, he has developed a powerful network of business
organizations under the umbrella of Ihlas Holding, which includes for instance, an Islamic bank (Ihlas
Finanse), a beverages company (Kristal Kola) and imports Kia automobiles from Korea, all of which
are lavishly advertised on TGRT. And Channel 7, affiliated with Refah/Fazilet Party, has developed
in close connection with local municipalities as well as government circles/9’

Initially, each of the four Muslim channels began broadcasting during prime time, with a couple of
hours of religious/edifying programming. Thus for instance, TGRT went on the air with a program
prepared and presented by a notable scholar and divinity professor, Orhan Kurmu§, who read
passages from the Koran in the original Arabic, then translated and explained them, thus educating
viewers in the high culture of scriptural Islam. Very rapidly however, the predicaments of religious
education during prime time in a multi-channel, competitive environment became apparent. For the
viewer zapping between infotainment channels, where fast-paced commentary' and on the scene
footage of live events turn “news” into riveting drama, and the anchors are young and good looking,
the talking head of Orhan Kurmu§ simply looked old, tired and lifeless. When STV went on the air a
year" later with a discussion format (several men engaged in “religious conversation), the results
proved to be equally pedantic and boring.

These early broadcasts brought to the foreground two dilemmas which subsequently shaped and
transformed the programming content of all Muslim channels. The first dilemma was one which
provoked widespread debate among Muslim intellectuals in the Islamic press. Does being a devout
Muslim prohibit enjoying sports, music, good drama? Is there no room for gaiety, enjoyment, leisure
activities in Islam? Or, as formulated in the popular press, “don’t Muslims have fun?” (Musliimanlar
eglenmez mi?). The implied “other” in these questions, those who enjoy sports, music, laughter, arc
obviously not foreign, Christian, Westerners, but middle class urbanites, who tune into infotainment
channels. The questions themselves are very much a product of metropolitan life, where leisure,
entertainment and consumption fuse into one another to define a middle class way of life. The
predicament facing all Muslim channels was how to reconcile the strictures of orthodox Sunni Islam
-particularly its emphasis on the invisibility and inaudibility of women in the public realm - with the
demands of nationwide broadcasting.
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A second, equally “sensitive” issue as it turned out, stemmed not from the scriptural orthodoxy of
Sunni Islam, but its language, that is, Arabic. On the landscape of television, the Arabic language and
script as the holy language of the Quran proved to be a double-edged sword. Its sanctity
notwithstanding, Arabic spoken on television is a “foreign” language in present day Turkey, totally
unintelligible to the average viewer, be he devout Muslim or not. The assumption that a sizable
segment of Turkish audiences, given the choice, would immediately tune in to Islamic channels to
hear Quranic recitations in original Arabic proved to be a myth.
Faced with the danger of becoming restricted to a very narrow viewer base, all four
alternative/Muslim channels began to introduce progressively more diversified and sophisticated
programming in an attempt to broaden their audience appeal. The first to go was “religious
education” during prime time, replaced by domestic and international news with live footage. The
focus of panel discussions and tele-debate programs soon shifted from scriptural interpretations to
current affairs and the political events of the moment. And to meet the voracious demands of material
for round-the-clock broadcasting, all four channels inevitably resorted during late hours to the
Hollywood archives of the 1940s and 1950s, ranging from Humphrey Bogart re-runs, to Westerns
(where female actresses wear long sleeves and floor length gowns). The litmus test of concessions to
mainstream audience tastes, however, hinged upon “light entertainment.”
Among the four channels, TGRT has made the greatest concessions in this direction, setting up its
own in-house production company to introduce a variety of show programs featuring popular female
stars and singers of the moment. Currently, TGRT has evolved into “a family channel which Muslim
believers can watch without shame or embarrassment,” according to its own self-definition. Channel
7, sponsored by the Refah Party, has progressively shifted its program mix to news coverage during
the evening hours, and sharpened its critical stance as the voice of political opposition in the national
arena. STV and Mesaj TV continue to draw the line at female singing (and anchorwomen), confining
themselves to “serious” music sung by male voices. But they have had to introduce
“internationalized” soundtracks to punctuate the program flow, given the difficulties of adapting
Turkish music (classical or folk variety) to the fast-paced rhythms of television broadcasting. So
regardless of differences in programming content, the atmospheric presence of “Western” rhythms
has permeated the sights and sounds of all alternative/Muslim channels, including advertising jingles
since the introduction of commercial breaks by one channel after another in rapid succession.

Thus during the evening hours, the programming content of Muslim channels has become
increasingly divergent from one another, although all have avoided tabloid news, paparazzi programs
and reality shows which arc standard fare on the commercial infotainment channels during prime
time. Day time programming on alternative/Muslim channels, however, is an entirely different
matter. For together with increasing broadcasting time and more diversified programming during the
evening hours, the onus of “religious-conservative” education has shifted towards women and
children during the mornings and afternoons. Programs developed for day time audiences
deliberately skew straightforward Quranic education. Instead, the conventional genres and formats of
day time television, ranging from documentaries, cartoons, to health and cooker}' programs, are used
to convey the omnipresence of Allah in all walks of life. Thus, for instance, a vast array of
documentaries on wildlife, the wonders of nature, or exploration in space (bought on the international
market) are carefully re-edited and dubbed to underscore Allah's generosity in creating them. Stories
for children dwell upon the lives and deeds of holy men from Islamic history. Theologians answer
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questions and give advice on matters of daily religious observance, ranging from bodily ablutions to
the use of nail polish or the most auspicious prayers for particular occasions.

This picture suggests that despite considerable “mainstreaming” in terms of their programming
content, Turkey’s conscrvative-Muslim channels continue to define themselves as “alternative” to the
commercial-infotainment sector. At the same time, the sectarian/religious networks that subsidize
these channels have reached into various sectors of the economy over the past decade to become
“conglomerates” in their own right. So far from being “independent,” Turkey’s conscrvative-Muslim
channels have become a major vehicle of “empire building,” through overlapping political and
economic connections, in the so-called “Islamic sector.” This in turn has been refracted into the
popular culture industries, transforming what was a consumer niche barely ten years ago into an
“Islamic public sphere,” with its own newspapers, magazines, documentaries, advertisements, films
and such.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS: THE 1990s IN RETROSPECT
In the account above, I focused on the reconfiguration of media markets in Turkey in the political
conjuncture of the 1990s, emphasizing the ways in which “politics” and “markets” have interacted,
at a particular historical moment in time, to lend specificity to the emergent “mixed-system.”
Needless to say, these developments cannot be divorced from the broader forces of nco-libcral
capitalism, which have swept across media markets throughout the world. The 1980s and early 1990
were periods of deregulation and re-regulation of broadcasting in most parts of the world. Viewed
from the bird’s eye of the cosmopolitan expert, the general contours of the emergent picture in
Turkish media markets arc far from unique. In one national context after another, the advent of
“mixed-systems” has been accompanied by a decline in “public interest” broadcasting, along with
conglomeration and corporate control in the news media and culture industries. Yet as the
reconfiguration of media markets in Turkey illustrates, such general trends yield highly variable
outcomes in different national contexts, contingent upon the political configurations that underpin
and shape them.

In attempting to summarize the ramifications of the emergent configuration in Turkish media markets
of the 1990s, three aspects seem worth reiterating, at the risk of oversimplification:
1. The marginalization of public sector broadcasting, together with the ineffectiveness
of regulatory legislation over commercial networks, has meant that state intervention
in the name of “public interest” has become synonymous with the monitoring and
censorship of media content;
2. The rapid consolidation of corporate control across various media markets, with
linkages into different sectors of the economy, has attracted major investment to the
broadcasting industry and fostered a media boom, while simultaneously blocking
market opportunities for new entries and posing serious issues of “influence
peddling” in the wider political arena; and
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3. Increasing segmentation in the public/political domain, between a hegemonic
“mainstream-infotainment” media sector on the one hand, and “religious
conservative” media on the other, has meant that the existing critique of the status
quo has been translated into Islamist politics.
At the moment of this writing, in May 2001, the Turkish economy is in the midst of yet another
political-cum-economic crisis, one that continues to reverberate across media markets. So the
configuration I have described above appears far from settled. In retrospect, the frenzied expansion
of the 1990s in the commercial media markets seems distant history. The current spate of
bankruptcies, including the collapse of one of the two established media conglomerates consolidated
over the past decade, has triggered a new round of mergers and acquisitions, portending further
concentration of ownership in the major media markets. What can safely be predicted, without
engaging in futurology, is that the coming shape of Turkish media markets in the first decade of the
millennium will be shaped as much by power struggles in the national political arena, as transnational
trends in the global markets.

NOTES
1. For various accounts which have appeared in English, see, for instance, §ahin and Aksoy (1993);
Oncii (1995, 2000); Robins and Aksoy (1997); Qatalba§ (1998); Yavuz (1999); Finkle (2000).
2. On the changing media scene of the 1990s in India, see, for instance, Pendakur and Kapur (1997);
on Australia, Colins (1996), on Italy, Statham (1996) or Sartori (1996) as well Gunther and
Mugham (2000).
3. For a theoretical argument which posits that the substantive differences among nation-states are
growing as a result of their engagement with global capitalism, see Comaroff and Comaroff
(2000).
4. See references in note 2.
5. CNN-Tiirk, a recent joint venture between Dogan Holding and CNN launched in 1999, remains
the only “foreign” investment in the Turkish broadcasting industry. According to CNN-Tiirk
representatives, the channel is no more than an “experiment” for CNN, given its long range plans
to compete with the SKY Corporation for Chinese media markets.
6. For a review of ownership restrictions in various “mixed-systems,” sec Hastings (1996).
7. See Milikovski (2000) and Aksoy (2000).

8. On changes in the music industry, see Stokes (1999).
9. For empirical research and analysis on the consolidation of religious-cum-economic networks
during the 1990s, sec Bugra (1999).
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